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Architecture: Marcelo A. Gonzalez, Gonzalez Architects  Interior Design: Katie Davis, Katie Davis Design  
Home Builder: Bryan Vaughn, Wolf Remodeling & Construction
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Family-friendly charm underscores every inch of this Houston home. Visible through 
double doors by Sierra Pacific Windows, the mudroom boasts terra-cotta tile flooring 

from Material and custom storage in Sherwin-Williams’ Magnetic Gray.

ith three young kids, a 
pair of large dogs and two 
cats, one Houston couple 
enjoys a life brimming 
with abundance. 
However, the close-
knit brood began to feel 
hemmed in when it came 

to space, and they dreamed of having enough 
room to bring everyone they love together. “They 
really wanted a house that would both allow their 
family to feel comfortable and welcome guests,” 
says interior designer Katie Davis, a LUXE Next In 
Design 99 honoree. After they found a promising 
candidate in this rambling midcentury ranch-
style residence, they called on the designer to 
have a look. She quickly cosigned on its creative 
potential, recognizing the raw possibility of its 
generous rooms and soaring ceilings. As part of 
an early suburb constructed in the 1950s, “Homes 
here were originally built on several acres, some 
even with horses,” Davis muses. “And today, you 
still get that comforting, country-house vibe.”

The designer channeled this relaxed ease, 
imagining a family homestead that felt 
“traditional yet comfortable,” she explains. “This 
is a house meant to be lived in.” Joining builder 
Bryan Vaughn, Davis reconsidered everything 
from the ground up, starting with the millwork. 
To gracefully welcome visitors inside, paneled 
walls, columns and crown molding adorn 
reception areas like the all-white foyer. “As you 
go through the house, however, the molding 
becomes simpler,” Davis notes. It’s as though the 
home drops architectural formalities as one gains 
greater intimacy with the interiors. 

This approachability is evident elsewhere in 
the form of engineered hardwood floors carefully 
distressed in a kiln. Moreover, richly grained 
white oak panels line the kitchen’s peaked 
ceilings, stained a caramel brown to emphasize 
“that white oak warmth,” describes Davis, whose 
team included designer Mary Kate Carl and 
design assistant Anna Shirley. In fact, you’ll find 
finishes like these throughout “that will gain a 
natural patina the minute you use them,” the 
designer notes, pointing to the mudroom’s terra-
cotta tiles as well as the kitchen’s unlacquered-
brass hardware and aged-brick fireplace. “We 
wanted this house to feel loved and lived in, 
something those natural products help achieve.”

A similar blend of gentility and nonchalance 
defines the furniture plan. Davis juxtaposed 
grand antiques with modern silhouettes and 
traditionally upholstered pieces with playful 
patterns. This is notable in the dining room, 
where antique Louis XVI-style commodes mingle 
with a farmhouse-style table and wicker dining 
chairs—all against the backdrop of a bold floral 
wallpaper. A Davis signature, this adept layering 
of patterns also filters into the vast window-lined 
great room, which was conceptualized by Vaughn 
and architect Marcelo A. Gonzalez. Here, skirted 
English-style armchairs pair with boxy sofas, 
enlivened with a cheeky blend of checks, florals, 
stripes and paisleys. At the same time, bedroom 
schemes were tweaked to suit the individual: An 
eclectic mix of pastel gingham and graphic flowers 
for the daughters and matching floral draperies 
and pillows for the parents.

The designer carefully considered not only the 
family’s aesthetic tastes but also its more routine 
needs. As a result, storage proves equally beautiful 
and practical—from the mudroom’s pale gray 
lockers for wet boots and jackets to the primary en 
suite’s illuminated vanity with enclosed shelving. 
“We always make sure we understand where 
everything goes,” Davis explains, “whether it’s the 
everyday Tupperware or the baking pan that’s only 
used once a year on Christmas.”

Rooms also cater to various forms of gathering. 
“I love creating spaces where a family can assemble 
outside of the great room,” Davis says. The home’s 
original dining room, for example, was transformed 
into a debonair library paneled in rich white oak. 
Plush blue armchairs huddle around a carved 
Nero marble fireplace, providing “a more intimate 
setting where the couple can invite their friends. It’s 
geared a little bit more for the adults to hang out,” 
the designer continues. In contrast, the children 
have claimed the game room as their personal 
fort, which was by design with its oversize ottoman 
and pillowy custom sectional. “Quite literally the 
moment after we installed it, the kids were jumping 
and lounging all over it,” Davis recalls with a laugh.

The whole family now has more than enough 
room for domestic sprawl. They diligently fill every 
corner with laughter and the pitter-patter of feet 
(both the two- and four-legged kind). “They are just 
the kindest and most loving people,” Davis shares. 
“And the house speaks to that. You walk in and 
immediately feel their warmth.” 
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Above: Painted Benjamin Moore’s Edgecomb Gray, the kitchen bar cabinetry complements a clé 
zellige tile backsplash. The Newport Brass faucet and Rejuvenation hardware add a subtle glimmer. 

Left: Jasper’s Indian Flower wallpaper forms the dining room backdrop. Louis XVI-style consoles 
from Jessica Lev Antiques mix with an RH dining table and wicker chairs from Mainly Baskets Home. 

The pendant drum shade and chair cushion upholstery use the same Carolina Irving Textiles print.
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Left: Floors transition from the 
pantry’s terra-cotta tiles to the 
kitchen’s artfully weathered wood 
planks from Layer 12 Hardwoods. 
The fireplace is clad in Old San 
Luis brick from Old Texas Brick.

Opposite: Ann-Morris Inc. pendants 
suspend from the kitchen’s white 
oak ceiling, illuminating Serena & 
Lily barstools and Calacatta Caldia 
marble countertops. The custom 
hood draws the eye up above a 
Lacanche range.
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Above: Soane Britain wallpaper enlivens the powder bath along with Vaughan sconces and  
a Made Goods mirror. The vanity from Jessica Lev Antiques is fitted with a Calacatta Caldia marble 

countertop and backsplash and a faucet from Westheimer Plumbing & Hardware.

Opposite: A Stark rug and Schumacher grass-cloth wallcovering on the ceiling warm the richly paneled 
office, which doubles as an intimate seating area. Thibaut fabric covers custom armchairs while the shade 

features a Schumacher plaid. A Visual Comfort & Co. flush mount is overhead.
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The couple’s bedroom showcases 
Farrow & Ball’s Borrowed Light on 

the walls while a matching Lisa 
Fine Textiles print from James 
Showroom adorns pillows and 

draperies. Matouk linens top the 
caned RH bed. 
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Above: Lulie Wallace’s Anna print in Fawn appears on a daughter’s bathroom walls. Carrara marble 
and Rejuvenation hardware outfit the vanity. Visual Comfort & Co. sconces flank a Fleur mirror.

Opposite: In the same daughter’s bedroom, Sherwin-Williams’ Intimate White creates a cocoon-like 
effect. The custom headboard wears a Pindler upholstery while draperies don a Sister Parish fabric. 

A Coleen & Company semi-flush mount crowns the space.
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